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Phistory Full Version Download

Drag and drop your photos to
the desired folder. Drag and
drop your files to the desired
folder. Handy and reliable
utility that helps you arrange
your digital photo album in
chronological order. Just
browse through the years and
arrange the photos the way you
want. This way, your photo
album will be more organized
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and easier to browse. Features:
• Drag and drop files or photos
to the desired folder •
Thumbnails are created
automatically and arranged
chronologically • Adjust the
appearance of the frames • Use
multiple frames • Configure the
pictures of a folder to be shown
sequentially, starting with the
newest picture • Adjust the size
of the picture and the frame •
Adjust the page margins •
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Change the background color •
Change the frame color •
Quickly create a journal of
your photo album • Create a
web gallery to share your
photos via e-mail • Create a
spreadsheet with information of
your photo album • Create a
calendar of your photo album •
Sort the pictures by name, date,
year, date added and date taken
• Sort the pictures by clicking
on the folder icon on the
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thumbnails • Create a calendar
of your photo album • Sort the
pictures by name, date, year,
date added and date taken •
Create a calendar of your photo
album • Create a spreadsheet
with information of your photo
album • Create a web gallery to
share your photos via e-mail •
Create a journal with photos
from your photo album •
Export your images as a PNG-
file, BMP-file or JPG-file •
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Export your images as JPEG-
files and add EXIF-data •
Convert all your JPEG-files to
JPG-files • Convert all your
PNG-files to JPG-files • Sort
the pictures by name, date,
year, date added and date taken
• Sort the pictures by clicking
on the folder icon on the
thumbnails • Sort the pictures
by name, date, year, date added
and date taken • Sort the
pictures by clicking on the
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folder icon on the thumbnails •
Sort the pictures by name, date,
year, date added and date taken
• Sort the pictures by name,
date, year, date added and date
taken • Sort the pictures by
name, date, year, date added
and date taken • Sort the
pictures by name, date, year,
date added and date taken •
Sort the pictures by name, date,
year, date
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- Arrange photos in
chronological order - Multiple
albums support - Sort by
names, size, date or year - Show
thumbnails and details - Delete
one or more items from album -
Add background or watermark
to photos - Support for photo
browser/manager - Support for
DNG-v2.0 or RAW -
Optimized memory usage -
Support for Android 1.x, 2.x,
and 3.x - EZ button support If
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you have any problems or
suggestions, please contact us at
support@gabex.com Paint the
sky, free. We need artists! Paint
the sky, free. We need artists!
About the app: Paint the Sky is
a series of images that appear in
sequence as a sequential sky
painting. Each image is an
original painting, based on
unique data captured from the
sky by a specially modified
camera. The images you see in
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this app are in this sequence:
2D: capturing the scene 3D:
blending the image together
DNG: the raw capture Each
image is selected for the app
using unique information
gathered from the camera.
That's where the magic
happens. The depth information
is used to combine the 2D and
3D images, and then the DNG
images are used to create the
final image. The app takes less
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than half a second to paint each
image! The result: a painting, a
single 2D image, a 3D image,
and a DNG image. The 2D
image is real. The 3D image is
realistic and faithful. The DNG
image is a direct copy of the
original. What's special about
Paint the Sky? A single user
selects the image sequence, and
it is optimized to get the best
results on one device. The
entire image is not displayed at
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once, but over time. There are
no constraints on art or artistic
expression. The result: unique,
one of a kind images.
Download the app and see for
yourself! NEW: Paint the sky,
free. We need artists! Paint the
sky, free. We need artists!
About the app: Paint the Sky is
a series of images that appear in
sequence as a sequential sky
painting. Each image is an
original painting, based on
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unique data captured from the
sky by a specially modified
camera. The images you see in
this app are in this sequence:
2D: capturing 77a5ca646e
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Phistory 

★ Added a new option to view
the "MS" at the left side of the
Screen when you click the
"View MS" option. ★ When
viewing a detail of the history
in MS Access, if you click the
"REFRESH" button after
viewing a few SQL View Diff
Description: ★ We support
Unicode characters in T-SQL
script, and it is easy to change
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the character encoding of the T-
SQL script. ★ Changed the
DBML database type from
"SQL Server 2000" to "SQL
Server 2005". ★ Fixed "Can
not delete table", when you
open a database which has a
table in the "views" option.
SQL View Diff Description: ★
We support Unicode characters
in T-SQL script, and it is easy
to change the character
encoding of the T-SQL script.
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★ Fixed "Can not delete table",
when you open a database
which has a table in the "views"
option. SQL View Diff
Description: ★ We support
Unicode characters in T-SQL
script, and it is easy to change
the character encoding of the T-
SQL script. ★ Changed the
DBML database type from
"SQL Server 2000" to "SQL
Server 2005". ★ Fixed "Can
not delete table", when you
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open a database which has a
table in the "views" option. ★
Fixed an error when exporting a
database that has a table in the
"views" option. SQL View Diff
Description: ★ We support
Unicode characters in T-SQL
script, and it is easy to change
the character encoding of the T-
SQL script. ★ Fixed "Can not
delete table", when you open a
database which has a table in
the "views" option. SQL View
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Diff Description: ★ We
support Unicode characters in T-
SQL script, and it is easy to
change the character encoding
of the T-SQL script. ★
Changed the DBML database
type from "SQL Server 2000"
to "SQL Server 2005". ★ Fixed
"Can not delete table", when
you open a database which has
a table in the "views" option. ★
Fixed an error when exporting a
database that has a table in the
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"views" option. SQL View Diff
Description: ★ We support
Unicode characters in T-SQL
script, and it is easy to change
the character encoding of the T-
SQL script. ★ Changed the
DBML database type from
"SQL Server 2000" to "SQL
Server 2005". ★ Fixed "Can
not delete table

What's New In?

======= Phistory can be used
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as an alternative to digital
scrapbooking programs. Instead
of creating a calendar and
journaling your photos, you
simply arrange your photos
chronologically with Phistory.
The process of arranging your
photos is simple and intuitive.
All of the photo editing
features, such as Batch Upload,
Image Ratings and Thumbnail
Zoom are built right into the
application. You can also
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synchronize your pictures
automatically with your camera
via Google Photo or with
Dropbox. You can even add
text, graphics and annotations
to individual photos and create
a collage of your photos.
Features: ========== *
Create an album of your
photos. * Use the collage
feature to combine photos into
a collage. * Import and manage
photo albums from Google
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photo and Dropbox. * Add text,
graphics and annotations to
individual photos and make
collages. * Batch upload your
images to your photo albums. *
Quickly find and delete
duplicate photos. * Use
keyboard shortcuts to speed up
the album creation and
rearrangement processes. * Use
tags to name your albums,
photos and captions. * Use
popular tags for searching. *
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View a summary of your photo
albums. * Reorder your albums
to put the ones you are more
likely to look at first in your
priority list. * Use the
"Unarrange" command to
remove all of the tags from
your album, delete the album
and clear all of the tags. * View
and delete empty albums. *
View your album information.
* Annotate your photos. * Rate
your photos. * Use the Shuffle
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command to randomly
rearrange the photos. * Tag
your photos for more
convenient searching. * Use the
"Tag List" command to view
the names of the tags you used.
* Use the "Tag All" command
to tag all of the photos in an
album. * Use the "Tag Sub-
album" command to label a sub-
album within an album. * Edit
your albums and use the
"Unarrange" command to easily
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rearrange all of the tags. * Set
the priority of your albums. *
Use the "Duplicate Find"
command to search for
duplicate photos. * Create a
collage of all your photos. *
Organize your photos by
specific day, month, year, etc. *
Use the "One click" command
to synchronize your photos with
your camera. * Share your
albums via Facebook, Picasa
and Flickr. * Use the "Tagged"
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feature to view all of the photos
you have tagged with a
particular tag. * Use the "Filter"
command to show only the
photos you tagged with a
particular tag. * Choose the
photo editing features. * Create
an album directly from your
camera. * Create an album
from within your photos. *
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System Requirements For Phistory:

Supported OS: Windows XP
Service Pack 2 (32-bit or
64-bit). Windows Vista Service
Pack 1 (32-bit or 64-bit)
Windows Server 2003 Service
Pack 2 Windows Server 2008
Service Pack 1 Windows Server
2008 R2 Service Pack 1 AMD
Dual Graphics Family Intel
DX10/11 Integrated/Onboard
Graphics: must be supported by
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the operating system. See
system requirements. Supported
Display Resolution: 1080p and
above GeForce GTX 400 Series
graphics cards, a legacy
NVIDIA®
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